An overview is given of previously-proposed measurement-based connection admission control (CAC) methods. First we address requirements for CAC methods, and then provide a taxonomy for CAC methods. Measurement-based CAC methods are discussed in detail, classified according to the taxonomy, and compared against each other with respect to the requirements. We conclude that measurement-based CAC methods based on effective bandwidth and bufferless models are promising because they do not require complex hardware and are less dependent on assumptions regarding traffic than methods in which the effect of buffer is considered.
A synchronous transfer mode (ATM) is considered a promising technology for handling multimedia traf fic in future broadband integrated services digital networks (B-ISDN) [1, 2] . ATM is a connection-ori ented communication paradigm, in which all the data is segmented into fixed-sized packets called cells [3] . These cells are switched by switching-fabric hardware and the cell transmis sion rate is adjustable. Because ATM is connection-oriented, it is suitable for implementing a bandwidth guarantee mecha nism such as the conventional circuit switch.
In conventional circuit-switched networks, when a circuit setup request arrives, we can make a decision as to whether we can admit or not by checking the availability of circuits on the trunk for the desired route. We cannot, however, apply the same admission decision as that used in the conventional circuit-switched network, due to the burstiness of the traffic. In ATM networks, by contrast, we need to consider cell-level performance when multiplexing various kinds of traffic. Con nection admission control (CAC) is performed at connection setup time to determine whether sufficient bandwidth is avail able to maintain required levels of quality of service (QoS) [4, 5] .
In ATM networks, a user must declare traffic descriptors at connection setup time to be used for admission control. But this is difficult because the exact average rate is an a posteriori parameter. In addition, for CAC at transit nodes, traffic descriptors need to be modified because cells suffer from cell delay variation as they go through the network. The original traffic descriptor cannot be applied at transit nodes. Estima tion of cell delay variation is necessary in order to modify the traffic descriptors. In addition, traffic-descriptor-based admis sion control methods require construction of appropriate traf fic descriptors for every new application. Recently several measurement-based admission control methods have been proposed to cope with these issues.
Many admission control methods have been proposed to date [6] . It is essential to apply the right method for a particu lar system. Although a survey on CAC methods exists [6] , to the best of our knowledge no detailed survey on measure ment-based admission methods has yet been compiled. Such a survey is worthwhile for an increased understanding of their features. Hence in this article a detailed survey of measure ment-based admission control in ATM networks is provided. To this end, we present a taxonomy and investigate measure ment-based admission control methods.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. In the next section we address issues and requirements for admission con trol. In the section that follows we present a taxonomy of CAC methods in order to provide a good perspective for the subsequent discussions, followed by a detailed survey based on the taxonomy presented in the second section, and we com pare them with respect to the requirements. The final section summarizes our conclusions.
CONNECTION ADMISSION CONTROL CAC-RELATED ISSUES
Switch Architecture -CAC is dependent on switch architecture. In an input-buffer type ATM switch, cells con tending for the same resource (i. e, output port bandwidth) are distributed over several input ports. This effect must be taken into account in considering a CAC method for an input-buffer type ATM switch, which makes the CAC method complicated. Thus, from the viewpoint of CAC, the input-buffer type ATM switch is not desirable. In an output-buffer type ATM switch, a congestion point arises in the output port, and a first-in first-out (FIFO) buffer is provided for each output port. Most CAC methods assume output-buffer type ATM switches. We also assume an output-buffer ATM switch.
In the provision of multiple service categories (say, CBR, VBR, ABR, and UBR), multiple buffers are used to isolate different classes of traffic. Each buffer may be served accord ing to either the weighted round-robin (WRR) scheduling method or head-of-line (HOL) priority method [7] . With the WRR method, CAC is applied for each buffer, because the minimum bandwidth for each buffer is guaranteed. With the HOL priority method, interaction between high and low prior ity buffers needs to be taken into account. Some CAC meth ods have been proposed that can handle HOL priority [8, 9] .
Burst Traffic Model -When we make a decision as to whether a new connection can be admitted or not, we need to evaluate cell-level performance. To do this, we need to know the traffic characteristics for the new connection as well as for the exi sting connections. We need to have mathematical mod els for them to evaluate network performance.
Many kinds of services, such as voice, data, and video, will be carried on ATM networks, and their traffic exhibits bursti ness. Many mathematical models for bursty traffic have been constructed to date [10] . The on-off model is a bursty source traffic model in which on and off states appear alternately. Cells are generated during on periods while no cells are gen era ted during off periods. Distributions for both on and off periods are identical independent distributions. The on-off model is often used to describe a cell arrival process in which a packet is segmented into cells. The Markov-modulated Pois son process (MMPP) and Markov-modulated fluid process are bursty source traffic models in which arrival rates are modu lated in a multistates way. Transition from one state to anoth er is Markovian. They are often used to model the cell arrival process from both single and multiplexed sources. The auto regressive (AR) model is another bursty source traffic model. A first-order AR model is expressed by A(n) = aA(n -l ) + bCY , (1) where A(n) denotes the arrival rate during the n-th period and (J is Gaussian white noise. The AR model is often used to characterize a video stream.
These models allow us to evaluate network performance through mathematical analysis or computer simulation. How ever, most mathematical models do not have a product form solution for cell-level performance such as cell loss ratio (CLR). In addition, some of these models cannot be specified with a few parameters (for example, an N-state MM PP model is specified by N x N transition probabilities and N transmis sion rates). Moreover, it is not an easy task for the user to determine these parameters nor for the network provider to evaluate cell-level performance.
Traffic Descriptor -In ATM networks a user declares its traffic characteristics at connection setup time. The cell stream is enforced to the declared value by the usage parame ter control (UPC) at the network entry point. The traffic char acteristics the user declares need to be easily specified by the user, easily monitored by the UPC, and suitable for online cell-level performance evaluation. To meet these require ments, the traffic descriptor has been standardized [4, 5] .
The traffic descriptor is a set of parameters that includes peak cell rate (PCR) and cell delay variation tolerance (CDVT), sustainable cell rate (SCR), and burst tolerance (BY). The PCR specifies the maximum number of cells arriv ing within a second and is expressed as the inverse of the min imum inter arrival time for consecutive cells. If the cell interval is shorter than the inverse of the PCR, the subsequent cell is judged to be violating the PCR To allow delay jitter, CDVT is
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• Figure 1 . Definition of traffic descriptor.
introduced to define the extent to which cells are allowed to be delayed from a theoretical arrival time.
For multimedia service, the sender may not send cells at a constant PCR The SCR and BT are introduced to express a non-constant rate source. BT specifies the interval between consecutive bursts during which cells are sent at the PCR The maximum burst size (M BS) is determined in relation to the BT and the average rate. The average rate is defined by the SCR BT is expressed in terms of the PCR, SCR, and MBS (F ig. 1):
SCR PCR
The traffic descriptors are easy to specify, easy to monitor, and suitable for online cell-level performance evaluation. However, the actual average rate is difficult to estimate. Except for constant rate connections, the average rate is not known by the source. At best, an upper bound can be declared by the user, which results in low bandwidth efficiency. (Note that we use the average rate for the SCR declared by the user henceforth. ) To cope with this issue, measurement-based admission control methods have been proposed.
Requirements -In the following we consider require ments for admission control.
• Bandwidth efficiency and CLR -CLR is a user-side per formance measure, while bandwidth efficiency is net work-side. Improved bandwidth efficiency means cheaper service. One of the roles of admission control is to achieve high bandwidth efficiency while maintaining the CLR objective.
• Implementation complexity -Because admission control is a real-time traffic control procedure, we need to reduce processing volume. Admission control should be made simple enough to be performed in a real-time fashion. Also, complicated hardware and/or software mechanisms in implementing admission control should be avoided.
• Scalability -Because many connections are multiplexed onto a high-speed link, we should stay away from per connection state management and computational com plexity that is proportional to the number of connections.
• Dependency on traffic model -Dependency on a traffic model should be avoided; otherwise applicability of an admission control method is limited. Every time a new application is developed, we need to construct a new admission control method for it.
OVERVIEW OF CAC METHODS
Before analyzing measurement-based CAC methods, we present a taxonomy for perspective (F ig. 2). The characteris tics of the admission control methods are then described. • Figure 2 . A three-way taxonomy for admission contro1.
TAXONOMY
Each of the many CAC methods proposed to date has its own strengths and weaknesses. Here they can be classified from several different standpoints to provide insights for choosing the most fitting method.
The first basis for classification is whether the buffering effect is taken into account in evaluating cell-level perfor mance. Methods in which the buffering effect is considered are called rate-sharing multiplexing (RSM) methods, and those in which the buffering effect is not considered are called rate-envelope multiplexing (REM) methods [11] . If we are to consider RSM methods, we need to model the queuing pro cess at the output port buffer in the ATM switch. When the total cell rate from connections exceeds the link capacity, a queue will build up in the output port buffer. As long as the total cell rate exceeds the link capacity, the queue continues to build up. When the queue length reaches the buffer capaci ty, cell loss occurs. Many techniques exist for modeling such queuing, such as MM PP/D/l/K, MM BP/D/l/K, and so on. By solving the queuing model, we can evaluate the CLR. A strength of the RSM methods is that they can achieve high efficiency because they consider the buffering effect. But in general, they require a fair amount of processing power. In addition, RSM methods are dependent on the input traffic model.
By contrast, with REM methods the queuing process at the output port buffer need not be considered. When the total cell rate from connections exceeds link capacity, excess cells are deemed to be discarded immediately. The virtual CLR is calculated by using the PCR and SCR only; it does not require any assumptions on burst length or inter-burst length distribu tions.
The second basis for classification is whether we evaluate the CLR (CLR method) or the effective bandwidth (EB method). In the former case, the CLR is evaluated and com pared with the QoS objective. If the CLR is smaller than the QoS objective, the connection is admitted; otherwise it is rejected. The CLR is calculated using a queuing model or a closed-form cell loss ratio formula. The strength of the CLR method is that many techniques have already been developed for evaluating it. Its weakness is that it requires a fair amount of processing.
The EB method is similar to the admission decision proce dure in a conventional multirate circuit-switching network. If sufficient bandwidth exists to support the effective bandwidth, the connection is admitted; otherwise it is rejected. The effec tive bandwidth can be defined for both multiplexed connec tions and single connection. The strength of the EB method is that the admission decision process is quite simple.
The third basis for classification is whether a method uses the declared traffic descriptor only (traffic-descriptor-based method) or uses measurement as well (measurement-based method). In the traffic-descriptor-based method, the CLR or effective bandwidth is calculated using the declared traffic descriptor. The strength of the traffic descriptor method is that it can guarantee the declared traffic descriptor. Its weak ness is that efficiency may go down because the user may declare the upper bound of the actual peak and/or average rate. This weakness could be handled by overbooking. That is, we might allocate a bandwidth of aPCR for a VBR connec tion, where a is less than one; a could be determined by experience and be configured manually. The role of measure ment-based admission control is to provide a theoretical and automatic configuration framework. Such methods monitor the cell stream over individual or aggregate connections. Mea surements are used to calculate the CLR or to estimate the effective bandwidth. Note that the CLR objective is very small and thus it is hard to measure the CLR accurately. Therefore, we measure the cell stream and calculate the CLR instead of measuring the CLR directly. The strength of the measure ment-based method is that it does not require an accurate traffic model beforehand.
BRIEF OVERVIEW OF PROPOSED METHODS
Here we provide a brief survey of CAC methods based on the eight categories defined above (Fig. 2) .
Several CAC methods calculate the CLR, use REM, and are traffic-descriptor-based [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . Murase et a1. pointed out that the CLRs observed for individual connections differ from the aggregate CLR [12] . Miyao developed a fast algorithm for calculating the aggregate CLR under heterogeneous traffic conditions by using the Chernoff bound [13] . Saito developed a CLR upper-bound formula [14] , and Shioda and Saito gave the mathematical proof for it [14, 19] . The upper-bound for mula is implemented by using a table to store the marginal distribution of cells arriving within a time window. Turner proposed a fast buffer reservation method and presented a CLR calculation method that uses a probability distribution table [15] . Lee et a1. developed a fast algorithm for calculating individual CLRs that uses Jentzen's inequality and a probabil ity distribution table [16, 18] . Esaki et a1. proposed a CLR cal culation method that uses a probability distribution table whose size is the minimum cell interval of the connection that has the highest cell rate among all the multiplexed connec tions [17] . They also developed a method for calculating the CLR for the strict-priority (also known as HaL priority) queuing discipline.
One CAC method calculates the CLR, uses REM, and is measurement-based [20] . This dynamic admission control method measures a marginal distribution of cell arrivals dur ing a time window and applies the CLR upper-bound formula. This is the first reported measurement-based admission con trol method. We describe details of this method.
Many methods calculate the CLR, use RSM, and are traf fic-descriptor based [21] [22] [23] . Using queuing analysis to calcu late the buffer overflow probability falls into this category. Baiocchi et a1. analyzed the performance of a statistical multi plexer loaded with multiplexed on-off sources described by a MMPP. They analyzed the buffer-overflow probability of an MM PP/D/l/K queuing model [21] . Sohraby analyzed the buffer overflow probability in heavy traffic conditions [22, 23] . In general, methods in this category require analysis of a sophisticated queuing model, so they are complicated and require a huge amount of computation.
Among the CAC methods that calculate the CLR, use RSM, and are measurement-based, Shiomoto and Chaki pro posed a real-time algorithm for estimating the parameters of an MM PP [24, 25] . They use a fictitious queue to detect an overload state and then estimate the MM PP parameters. We describe details of this method above.
One CAC method uses the effective bandwidth, uses REM, and is traffic descriptor-based [26] . In this method, the
effective bandwidth is calculated for exist ing aggregate connections at each node by using a binary-search technique. The peak rate of the new connection is compared with the residual bandwidth, which is derived from the effective bandwidth for those exi sting aggregate connections.
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Cell rate Cell rate /\ P 8 Among the CAC methods that use the effective bandwidth, use REM, and are measurement-based, Gibbens et a1. pro posed a method in which the instantaneous rate is compared with a precalculated threshold value [27] . The threshold value is determined by solving an optimization problem in which the CLR is constrained to be lower than the target CLR, and the objective function is the utilization. In the optimization problem, they assume provision of the prior functions of the distributions of arrival rates and the bursti ness factors of connections. Dziong et a1. proposed a method in which the mean and variance of the instantaneous rate are estimated using a Kalman filter, and the effective bandwidth of the aggregate traffic is calculated [28] . Shiomoto et a1. pro posed a low-pass filter-based admission control in which the maximum instantaneous rate is estimated [29, 30] . We describe details of these three methods above.
Among the CAC methods that use effective bandwidth, Several measurement-based admission control methods have recently been proposed. According to the taxonomy in Fig. 2 , measurement-based admission control has four cate gories. From each category, we have selected representative methods that we describe in detail (see also Table 1 ). We identify these methods by the initials of the authors and the publication year. We use the various authors' original nota tions so representation styles vary.
5591 Method: CLR Upperbound Formula -The method proposed by Saito and Shiomoto is based on measur ing the marginal cell arrival distribution for aggregate connec tions [20] . The marginal distribution of the instantaneous rate is measured. The admission decision is made by applying use RSM, and are traffic-descriptor based, Kelly analyzed the asymptotic relationship between the buffer size and the CLR and derived the effective band width [31] . Guerin et a1. investigated the Anick-Mitra-Sondhi (AMS) model [32] and derived an explicit formula for deter mining the link capacity, i.e, the effective bandwidth needed to maintain the target CLR [33] . Elwalid and Mitra formulated the effective bandwidth as an inverse
the CLR upperbound formula [14, 39] . If the estimated cell loss ratio B is less than the QoS target, the connection is accept ed; otherwise it is rejected .
RSM TG93 SC95
• Table 1 . Measurement-based admis sion control methods addressed in this article.
The instantaneous rate is defined as the number of cells arriving in a window equivalent to the buffer size. Let s denote the time window size determining the instantaneous cell rate, L the length of a eigenvalue problem to derive the effective bandwidth [34] . Kesidis et a1. showed that there is an effective bandwidth for both the Markovian and the more general (non-Markovian) models [35] . Elwalid et a1. proposed using the upper and lower bounds for the effective bandwidth; statistical multiplexing gains among different connections are achieved in this method [36] .
For CAC that uses effective bandwidth, uses RSM, and is measurement-based, Tedijanto and Gun proposed a method in which the violation probability of a leaky-bucket type UPC device is calculated, and bandwidth renegotiation between users and networks is encouraged when the violation probability exceeds a certain threshold [37] . Details of this method in were described previously. Shioda and Saito proposed a method based on the large deviation principle and on the asymptotic relationship between the buffer size and the CLR [38] .
MEASUREMENT-BASED ADMISSION CONTROL METHODS
DESCRIPTION OF MEASUREMENT-BASED ADMISSION CONTROL METHODS
In this section we discuss the need for measurement-based admission control and investigate proposed measurement based admission control methods in detail. cell, C the link capacity, and K the buffer size. The upper bound formula is similar to the virtual CLR formula [12] . If the instantaneous cell rate exceeds the link capacity, the excess cell rate is lost. The cell rate is defined as the cell rate over a time-window equivalent to the buffer size. The upper bound cell loss ratio is estimated (see also Fig. 3) as
where * indicates convolution between two distributions. That is, p C; t)*8 n+! (k) stands for a convolution of distributions p(k; t) and p(k;t) denotes the estimated marginal cell-arrival distribution for the existing connections at time t, and 8n + 1 denotes the worst-case cell-arrival distribution for a new connection; it is given by 
�r( R-m)
where y is the token generation rate of the leaky bucket and
• Figure 4 . Graphical view of exponential smoothing in Dynamic CAC [20) .
The admission decision is made as fol lows. If requested bandwidth r j ( = c):O:: C-L n ;t / n, rpn+! � n+! ,
where and
otherwise and Rn+l and an + l denote the peak and average rate of the connection. If the connection is admitted, the aggregate cell arrival distribution is replaced by the convoluted distribution. Figure 3 shows a graphical view of the upper bound formula and the convolution in Eqs. (3) and (4).
The aggregate cell-arrival distribution estimation is renewed every N measurement windows, regardless of whether a new connection is admitted. Suppose at time t the cell arrival distribution is renewed. The frequency distribution for the number of cells arriving during time-window q(k;t) is measured during period (t -Ns]. Aggregate cell-arrival distribution p(k;t) , k= 0,1, ... , is estimated using exponential smoothing: p(k;t +Ns)= aq(k;t) +( l -a)p(k;t) , (5) where a (0:0:: a < 1) is a smoothing factor determining the weight of the current measurement. Figure 4 shows a graphi cal view of exponential smoothing for marginal cell arrival dis tribution measured in the SS91 method.
TG93 Method: UPC Violation Rate -The method pro posed by Tedijanto and Gun is based on measuring the indi vidual flow [37] . The mean rate m and leaky-bucket tagging probability � are monitored. Dynamic bandwidth allocation is performed. If (m, �) is outside a certain region, a bandwidth increase or decrease request is issued. According to the AMS model [32] [33] [34] , equivalent capacity cwith buffer size Xunder the constraint of loss probability £ is calculated as it is accepted only if the peak rate can be re-shaped so that r j =C-L n ;<j r n .
If m j >C-L n ;<j r n, it is not accepted because the average rate cannot be main tained. For the former case, bucket size Mis determined such that the tagging probability is lower than a certain target value:
SC95 Method: MMPP Modeling -Shiomoto and Chaki proposed a scheme using measured MMPP parameters [25] .
The asymptotic matching method, proposed by Baiocchi et a1. is used to model the aggregate cell arrival process as a two state (overload and underload states) MM PP [21] . The asymp totic matching method gives physical meaning to the fitting process. The cell stream is modeled by the overload and underload states as illustrated in Fig. 5 . The overload state is defined as the state where the cell arrival rate from all the connections exceeds the link capacity. The underload state is defined as the complement of the overload state.
Suppose that N on-off sources are multiplexed and that M is the maximum number of active connections to ensure that overload does not occur. Parameters for two-state MM PP are given as follows: normalized by the departure rate, they pre-compute the connection acceptance boundary to maximize the expected reward per unit time. If each offered cell attracts a reward of one unit while each lost cell incurs a penalty of yunits, the expected reward per unit time is defined as Underload Overload
• Figure 5 . Two-state model.
where -11 is a maximal real part eigenvalue of an infinitesimal generator for a transient Markov process, obtained from the phase process considering only the states {M, M + 1, ... , N A is the cell emission rate from an active source. p is an inverse of the burstiness factor. This method estimates the accurate CLR of a statistical multiplexer loaded with homogeneous on-off sources [21] . A set of traffic descriptors for all the connections is needed to calculate the parameters by asymptotic matching. In contrast, real-time estimation of MM PP parameters requires measure ment of actual traffic instead of using a traffic descriptor.
Shiomoto and Chaki proposed a real-time MM PP parame ter estimating method called measurement-based asymptotic matching. Measurement-based asymptotic matching uses a fic titious queue and a window to detect the overload state. Fig  ure 6 shows this mechanism. The overload state is detected when the fictitious queue has not been empty for a certain period (we call it a window). If no cell arrives and the ficti tious queue is empty, underload is detected. On arrival of cells, at the beginning of the slot, the fictitious queue is incre mented by the number of cells. At the slot, the state does not change, but it becomes susceptible to overloading.
The arrival rates and mean duration times for each state are measured. When a connection request arrives, the measured arrival rates and duration times are modified and the CLR is calculated by solving the MMPP/D/l/K queuing model. The CLR is compared with the target value: if it is lower than the target value, the connection is admitted; otherwise, it is rejected.
GKK95 Method: Decision-Theoretic ApproachGibbens et a1. proposed a decision-theoretic approach [27] . The instantaneous rate measured at the decision epoch is used to decide admission. In their scheme, when a new con nection arrives, the instantaneous rate is compared with the threshold. If it is larger than the threshold, the connection is accepted; otherwise, it is rejected. The originality of their con cept lies in how they decide the threshold value for the instan taneous rate. The threshold value, determined using the decision-theoretic approach, is a function of the number of existing connections. The connection acceptance boundary ( s) is the set of the maxi mum instantaneous rates, which depend on the number of connections; s = ( s( n) , n = 0, 1, ... ), where n is the number of connections. That is, the connection setup request is accepted if the measured instantaneous rate is lower than s( n) and the number of existing connections is n. How to create the connection acceptance boundary is the main concern. Gibbens et a1. approach this as a decision-theoretic problem. They take into account not only the burst-level characteris tics (burstiness factor) but also the call-level characteristics (connection arrival rate). 
where n(n; p, A) denotes the stationary probability that the number of connections is n, and M( n;p) denotes the cell loss rate, given that the inverse of the burstiness factor is p and the connection arrival rate (A(n(n; p, A) is determined by the pre-computed thresholds for the instantaneous rates). Because the penalty of yunits measures the marginal CLR, it is set large to maintain a low CLR. They demonstrated that their approach controls the CLR around the target value except for regions of low burstiness (high p value), assuming that the uniform prior function f(P,A) is given.
DJM97 Method: Optimal Estimation Using a Kalman
Filter -The method proposed by Dziong et al. uses a Kalman filter to estimate the mean and variance of the instantaneous rate [28] . The idea of the method is summarized as follows:
• The method is based on the aggregate effective band width. If the probability of the aggregate effective band width exceeding the link capacity is lower than a threshold, a new connection request is admitted.
• The measurement process is formulated as a state-esti mation problem. The mean Mk and variance Yk of aggre gate instantaneous rates are estimated. A Kalman filter is used to estimate them.
• A user declares the mean and variance of instantaneous rates, and their declaration errors. The aggregate effective bandwidth G is approximated by the linear function of both the mean M and the variance Vof aggregate instantaneous rates:
Coefficients y and 8 are calculated using the declared mean and variance of all the connections at the decision instant, because they significantly depend on the number of • Table 2 . Comparison of selected measurement-based admission control methods.
(17)
The measurement process is formulated as a state-estima tion problem. The state is defined by a vector of the mean and the variance of aggregate instantaneous rates. The Kalman filter is used to estimate the state at each connection arrival or departure epoch. The state where the k-th arrival or departure epoch of each connection is defined as Xk = [Mk, 'il T. The idea behind using the Kalman filter is
• Measurement and estimation models are used. Gaussian errors are assumed in measurement and estimation.
• The state estimation is done according to the first-order recursive equation:
where � denotes the Kalman gain factor.
Xk =Xk +xk,
and Xk denotes the declared mean and variance of the k-th connection (for arrival) or the normalized mean and variance (for departure). The Kalman gain factor is determined such that the conditional probability that the measured state Zk occurs becomes the highest, given the previous estimate and the Gaussian measurement and estimation errors. Given that the measured
Zk=[Mb�r and error variance
the Kalman gain is defined by (19) where P; denotes the estimate error covariance matrix extrap olation given by
where Fk-1 corresponds to the operation
Xk =Xk +xk,
and Pk-1 is the updated estimate error covariance matrix,
and Qk is the estimation error variance matrix, which is given at connection setup time. The instantaneous rate is sampled regularly, and the mean and variance and their error variance are measured. The mea surement error covariance matrix is given by (25) where dj denotes the i-th sample of the instantaneous rate, and Nk denotes the number of the sample.
They reserve bandwidth R for the estimation error for the aggregate effective bandwidth of the existing connections.
where U( £1) denotes a coefficient derived from a normalized Gaussian distribution, which ensures that P{G>G+R}:::: EI' (27) For newly arriving connections, the peak rate is used for the sake of simplicity and safety. Thus, a new connection is admitted if
where ik and L denote the peak rate of the new connection and the link capacity; otherwise it is rejected. This method is simple because only the mean and variance of the instanta neous rate are monitored.
SCY98 Method: Low-Pass Filter-Based Method -Li et a1. investigated the performance of the capacity allocation method in the frequency domain and found that low-frequen cy components remain intact after traffic passes through the buffer [40] . They suggest that buffering cannot support low frequency components; thus, support must be furnished by assigning adequate link capacity. The cutoff frequency is derived through analysis of an actual VBR video signal for different buffer sizes. They also suggest that routing control and admission control can be formulated as a linear system with only low-frequency components by overlooking the queu ing process related to high-frequency components.
The method proposed by Shiomoto et a1. uses low-pass-fil tered cell flow measurement [30, 41] . The instantaneous rate is measured by using a low-pass filter, and admission decision is done using the effective bandwidth derived from the mea sured instantaneous rate. The effective bandwidth is set to the maximum instantaneous rate observed for a monitoring peri od (Fig. 7) . The instantaneous rate can be estimated by apply ing a recursive low-pass filter to the observed number of cells arriving during the time slot:
0:::; a:::; 1,
where n( t) denotes the number of cells arriving during the t-th cell slot, and 8 denotes the single-cell transmission time over the link. They derive the residual bandwidth from the difference between the link capacity and the maximum instantaneous rate observed over a sufficiently long period. For a new con nection setup request whose peak rate is R, arriving at a link whose capacity is C, the following admission criteria is used:
Cell arrival
R -< pmax
A(t') , C
t'E (t-Tm,t) (29) where Tm denotes the monitoring period and p denotes the utilization rate of the safety margin.
They design the filter coefficient so that the the instanta neous rate can be estimated accurately. The power spectral function of Eq. (28) is given by Eq. (30). a 2
where 8 is one cell time over the link. To eliminate those fre quency components higher than the connection's peak rate, a is determined so that the corresponding S( 0) will be negligi be. For a connection whose peak cell rate is f, the smoothing coefficient is determined using
where K = cos(2nf8) and so is negligible.
COMPARISON
We compare the above methods in light of the require ments described in the second section of this article. A sum mary of our comparison appears in Table 2 . Below we provide a detailed comparison of these methods in light of taxonomy (effective bandwidth or CLR calculation, REM, or RSM) and requirements (bandwidth efficiency, implementation complex ity, and traffic model dependency).
Effective Bandwidth or CLR Calculation -Because effective bandwidth methods follow the same paradigm as that of circuit switching, the admission decision is simple. If the requested bandwidth is smaller than the residual bandwidth, the request is accepted; otherwise, it is rejected. The effective bandwidth has been defined for both aggre gate connections (GKK95, DJM97, SCY98) [27] [28] [29] [30] and a single connection (TG93) [37] . If the effective bandwidth for the aggregate connections is measured, the requested band width is compared with the total link band width minus the effective bandwidth. A statistical multiplexing gain between different Monitori ng period connections is obtained in the measured effec tive bandwidth for aggregate connections. High bandwidth efficiency is expected with effective bandwidth for aggregate connections when the peak rate of connection is much smaller than link capacity, as will be shown subsequently. ..
The effective bandwidth for a single con nection is calculated as a function of the con nection's traffic characteristics, the available network resources (buffer size and link capaci ty), and the target CLR, for example, see Eq. (6) . It may be calculated on the user side or at the ingress ATM switching node to reduce overhead. Because the effective bandwidth methods for a single connection assume a large buffer at the switches, the bandwidth efficiency of short buffer switches may fall off. IPP is used as a cell level traffic model in the TG93 method. However, recent studies of traffic measurement have shown that LAN traffic and variable bit rate video traffic exhibit long-range dependency (LRD), which cannot be expressed by the Marko vian model [42, 43] . Thus there is uncertainty about the relia bility of effective bandwidth methods for a single connection in the presence of LRD [44] [45] [46] [47] . How to determine the effec tive bandwidth for a single connection in the presence of LRD traffic remains an open issue.
Because CLR calculation methods impose a computational burden at each node, the cost of the switching system is high. This situation has improved with (1) several lightweight CLR calculation algorithms [13, 15, 16, 18] that can make an admis sion decision within a constant time (i. e. , not proportional to the number of connections) and (2) • Figure 10 . Effect of peak rate and burstiness factor on bandwidth efficiency using TG93.
requires careful design of the control processor architecture of the switching systems in order to obtain a reasonable response time.
Overall, effective bandwidth for aggregate con nections is promising for a high-speed backbone node because it is simple and achieves high band width efficiency for smaller peak rate connections.
REM or RSM -Because a bufferless model (REM) is used in SS91, GKK95, DJM97, and SCY98, problems related to the dependency of the burst length distribution on the buffering effect can be prevented at the expense of less-than-optimal bandwidth efficiency.
TG 93 and SC95 do consider the buffer effect (RSM). In the TG93 method, the cell stream over each connection is assumed to be IPP. In the SC95 method, the cell stream over all multiplexed connec tions is assumed to be MM PP. Because they take into account the buffering effect, they achieve high bandwidth efficiency when the buffer is large com pared to the burst length of each connection or mul tiplexed connections. The applicability of these methods might be limited due to assumptions made for the traffic model.
Overall, REM is promising because it is less dependent on assumptions regarding traffic.
Bandwidth Efficiency -Bandwidth efficiency is a network-side performance measure, while the CLR relates to the user-side. Enhancing the band width efficiency means that many users can be accommodated. Network costs are shared by many users, which results in inexpensive service. The goal of admission control is to enhance the bandwidth efficiency while maintaining the requested CLR level.
Bandwidth efficiency is highly dependent on whether an admission control method considers the buffering effect. Hence we compare RSM and REM here. We evaluate the bandwidth efficiency using TG93 as a representative of the RSM type and SS91 as a representative of REM. Figures 8 and 9 show the effects of the burstiness factor and buffer size on the bandwidth efficiency of TG93 and SS91, respectively. The assumed condi tions are a link rate of 150 Mb/s, a connection peak rate of 10 Mb/s, and a target CLR of 1. 0e-6. The unit of burst size is normalized by the buffer size. TG93 achieves high bandwidth efficiency when the buffer size is larger than the burst length. When the buffer size is small, the bandwidth efficiency is very small, especially when the burstiness factor is small. In this region, SS91 achieves a higher bandwidth efficiency than TG93. Figures 10 and 11 show the effects of peak rate and burstiness factor on the bandwidth efficiency of TG93 and SS91, respectively. We assumed a buffer size of 10 bursts and a target CLR of 1. 0e-6. The peak rate is normalized by the link capacity. TG93 achieves high bandwidth efficiency when the bursti ness factor is small. The effect of the peak rate is small for TG93. SS91 achieves a high bandwidth efficiency when the peak rate is small. As the peak rate increases, the bandwidth efficiency decreases. The effect of burstiness factor is small except when the burstiness factor is very small (around 1. 0).
Implementation Complexity -Admission con trol needs to be done in a real-time fashion. Com putational complexi ty should be low enough for it to 0.1 0. 2 03 . 0. 4 0.5 06
Peak rate .
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Burstiness factor be done within a short period. To reduce system cost, requirements for the processing power should be kept small. The amount of state information that the admission control maintains should be kept small because a huge number of connections, more
• Figure 11 . Effect of peak rate and burstiness factor on bandwidth efficiency using SS91.
than thousands, are multiplexed onto a typical transit link in the backbone network.
As for the measurement process, TG93 and SS91 both require a considerable amount of processing time. TG 93 needs to measure individual connection peak rates and UPC violation rates. The computational complexity increases pro portionally to the number of connections. Nevertheless the per-connection measurement is required only at edge nodes, so this might not be a major drawback for TG93. SS91 needs to measure the instantaneous rate probability distribution function (pdf). The computational complexity increases pro portionally to the granularity of the pdf, requiring all nodes to calculate the pdf. Because SC95 measures four items, (i. e, arrival rates and mean durations of
the admission control method is limited. Every time a new application is developed, a corresponding new admission con trol should be developed.
TG93 is dependent on IPP traffic, while other methods do not assume an artificial model of cell-level traffic. Instead they use an instantaneous rate from aggregate connections (F ig. 12). The instantaneous rate is a kind of modeling of the burst level time scale. Low-frequency components of traffic fluctua tion have significant impact on queuing performance [49, 50] . The instantaneous rate captures such low-frequency compo nents in traffic fluctuation. Low-frequency components are kept intact even as the traffic goes through the network [40] . Thus we can take the same measurement method for all the
nodes in a network. Note that because SC95 assumes that the aggregate traf fic conforms to the MM PP model, its two-states MMPP) and uses a ficti tious queue, it is simple. GKK95, DJM97, and SCY98 measure the instantaneous rate. GKK95 has the fewest requirements. It just measures the instantaneous rate at the decision epoch. SCY98 has the second fewest. It measures the maximum instanta neous rate over a fixed monitoring period. Two bins are sufficient for measuring the maximum instanta-I;R; > C all applicability might be limited. GKK95 assumes that connection arrival is a Poisson process in determining the acceptable region for the instanta neous rate. The applicability for more general assumption needs further study.
neous rate [41, 48] . DJM97 requires Instantaneous rate= I;R; fC Overall, SS91, DJM97, and SCY98 do not make any traffic assumptions, while TG93, SC95, and GKK 95 do. the mean and the variance of the instantaneous rate. It also requires their measurement error, which can be evaluated by using second and forth moments.
Connection ; is active at time t
Overall Comments -DJM97 and SCY98 are simple and less depen dent on traffic assumptions and achieve high bandwidth efficiency for low-peak-rate connections. The same
• Figure 12 . Conceptual view of definition of instantaneous rate.
As for the decision process, SC95 has the most requirements. SC95 requires solving the MMP P/D/l/K queuing model, which is proportional to the buffer size. The coefficient of computational complexity is very high. SS91 is the second highest in this respect. SS91 evaluates the CLR by using the CLR upper-bound formula, whose computational complexity is proportional to the granu larity of the pdf for the instantaneous rate. The other methods require no more than a few operations. The memory size required for GKK95 and TG 93 is large; it is proportional to the number of connections. SS91 requires a memory size pro portional to the granularity of the pdf for the instantaneous rate. Storage of measurement data for DJM97 and SCY98 requires several registers.
Overall, DJM97 and SCY98 are simple; their computational complexi ty for measurement, decision, and memory are 0(1).
Dependency on Traffic Model -If it is assumed that the offered traffic conforms to an artificial traffic model in designing an admission control procedure, the applicability of attributes hold for GKK95, except that it requires an amount of memory whose size is proportional to the maximum num ber of connections. All these methods are based on effective bandwidth and REM. They are promising for future high speed backbone networks.
CLOSING REMARKS
Measurement-based admission control methods are attract ing much attention because of We have investigated previously proposed measurement based admission control methods. Analysis of those methods and consideration of issues related to measurement-based CAC indicate that measurement-based methods that use effective bandwidth for aggregate connections are the most promising for high-speed backbone ATM switching systems. This is because they assume fewer traffic parameters, achieve high bandwidth efficiency, and are simple enough to be imple mented in actual systems. 
